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 Workshop Submission Instructions and Tips
 

This document includes screenshots of the full Workshop proposal submission form, as well as additional
information to help you complete the questions.

 
Proposal submissions are only accepted at https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ISMS19Proposals.

 

Primary Presenter Discount
 

Street Medicine Institute members and people with lived experience of rough sleeping:
complimentary symposium registration AND continuing education fees

Non-members: 50% discount on symposium registration

Note: People with lived experience of rough sleeping are not charged a registration fee to attend the
International Street Medicine Symposium. If your presentation’s primary presenter is a person with
lived experience, the second presenter (if any) becomes eligible for the above discounts.

If you have multiple presenters, please collectively
decide on a primary presenter before submitting
your proposal.



The information listed here will be used to create the
online and printed programs for the symposium. 

Please provide correct and sufficient
information to list your name/information as follows:

Sam Smithers, PhD candidate
PhD candidate, Department of Environmental Studies, University
of Southwest Australia
Founder, Aussie Street Medicine (City, State/Province, Country)

Preference is given to presenters who have
knowledge of the unique circumstances of people
sleeping rough/unsheltered. People with lived
experience of homelessness should select “yes.”

The Street Medicine Institute Student Coalition
is looking for proposals specific to trainees/
students as a part of the symposium



Preference is given to presentations
that include or are led by people with
lived experience of homelessness.

You are not required to have additional presenters and if you select
“no,” you will not see the questions below about 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
presenters when you complete the submission form online.

The maximum total number of presenters for each workshop is 4
including the primary presenter.

If the primary presenter is a person with lived expertise, the 2nd presenter is eligible for free
registration and CME fees if they are a member, or 50% off registration fees if they are not a member
of the Street Medicine Institute.



You will be required to select one of the following options for the primary focus of your presentation:

If you select an option other than “Unsheltered or rough-sleeping people,” you will need to explain
why your presentation is appropriate for a symposium focused on Street Medicine. 

If your presentation focuses on people who work or volunteer with street medicine teams, select
“unsheltered or rough-sleeping people.”

If you selected “Unsheltered or rough-sleeping people” for the previous question, you will not
be asked this question when you submit your proposal:

All proposals must include learning objectives:

High quality learning objectives should give detail to specific knowledge participants will gain
from attending your expert panel. Examples include:
1. At the end of this presentation, participants will describe drivers of unsheltered homelessness among
transgender youth.
2. Participants will list three risk factors for unsheltered homelessness among women in Liberia.
3. Participants will identify two methods for promoting mental wellbeing among people with lived
expertise working on street medicine teams.



Select “Workshop” below:

All proposals for workshops should include concise but detailed information below. You should
consider writing your answers to the questions below in a Microsoft Word document, then using
the “Word Count” tool under “Review” to count the number of characters (with spaces) you have
used to answer the questions. You will not be able to submit responses longer than the specified
number of characters below.

The use of powerpoint is strongly discouraged for workshops,
except to provide a brief informational overview or to give
instructions for interactive activities.



All proposals are required to provide answers to the questions below. Please do not repeat information
already described in responses to other questions. Be thoughtful about how you answer these
questions, as the following six questions are the criteria upon which your proposal will be judged.



If you or one of your co-presenters may experience political or other consequences of having
your names listed online, please let us know to exclude your name from either all online
material or online material that does not require payment to access.

ISMS attendees always request access to presentation materials, especially if they are interested in
presentations but are unable to attend. The symposium committee strongly recommends you agree to
provide access to your slides or other material.

If you indicate that you do not agree to the information above but you do not provide information about why
you disagree, your proposal will not be considered.



This is the last page you will see prior to submitting your proposal:

Thank you for your interest in presenting at the 19th annual International Street Medicine Symposium!
 

If you have any questions about submitting your proposal, please email the SMI team at 
info@streetmedicine.org. 


